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Part I: Introduction

The purpose of this article is to examine social networking sites’ liability for the criminal actions of its users beyond copyright infringement. Specifically, the comment will illustrate that social networking websites are capable of providing more effective protection but have no incentive to do so because of the broad immunity granted to them through a combination of the Communications Decency Act and judicial interpretation of that Act. Therefore, legislation and increased liability is needed to bring about effective changes.

Part II provides necessary technical information which will be referenced and incorporated throughout the article. It also discusses necessary background on the origins of website immunity granted by Congress in section 230 of the Communications Decency Act and its expansion through judicial interpretation.

Part III discusses some of the societal problems associated with and facilitated by social networking websites, including sexual abuse, cyberbullying, and online gang activity. Part III also briefly discusses why social networking websites should be subject to increased liability over other websites.

Part IV discusses some currently implemented but ineffective solutions used by social networking websites such as age verification and banning of registered sex offenders. Part V discusses more effective solutions, some of which are being implemented by MySpace. Part V also discusses other possible solutions that have not been implemented at all. Part VI discusses why legislation is necessary to bring about effective security changes on social networking websites.

Part II: History and Context

A. Technical Background

An Internet Service Provider (“ISP”) is a company that offers its customers access to the Internet (e.g. AT&T, Comcast, Sprint). Basically, ISPs provide the “pipes” that the Internet travels through. Courts and academics may erroneously use the term ISP to cover websites as well. An Internet Content Provider (“ICP”) is a party that provides or organizes or filters information on the Internet (Google, Amazon, Yahoo, Wikipedia, Facebook, MySpace). This is an important distinction because this paper is limited to increasing ICP liability, not ISP (and even then only for social networking websites, not for all websites). Part of the reason for increasing ICP liability, as explained below, is that ICPs are in a better position to monitor relationships among online identities and IP addresses.

An IP address is short for Internet Protocol address, and is vital in the composition and function of the Internet. IP addresses are created and coordinated by Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) and Internet Assigned Numbers Authority.

---

Under the control and supervision of ICANN, IANA distributes IP addresses to five Regional Internet Registries ("RIR") that distribute IP addresses to ISPs in their specific geographical area. ISPs then assign an IP address to a device, usually a modem. If the modem is connected to a router, all of the devices connecting to the Internet through that modem share the same IP address.

However, the IP address of a residential Internet connection (as well as some businesses and institutions) is not static. If device 1 disconnects, the ISP may reassign that IP address to device 2, and then assign device 1 a new IP address when it reconnects. This is why IP addresses have limited utility in tracking someone’s identity. The reason that ISPs recycle IP addresses is that there are not enough IP addresses to assign each device a different IP address.

The system currently used is IPv4, and provides $2^{32}$ (4,294 x 10$^9$) unique IP addresses. However, ICANN is running out of IP addresses to distribute and is introducing a new system called IPv6, which provides $2^{128}$ (3.403 x 10$^{38}$) unique IP addresses. While computers are currently being built that incorporate IPv6 compatibility, very few use it. This means that monitoring capabilities and Internet security may change drastically with the new system.

---

3 See Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, http://www.icann.org/.
7 Id. ("The limited IP address space is one of the reasons for the wide use of NAT routers . . . .").
8 Id. ("Residential Internet connections, whether broadband or dialup usually use dynamic IP addresses . . . .").
9 Id. ("With dynamic IP addressing, there is a pool of IPs that your ISP can assign to users. When you connect to the Internet, your computer is leased one IP address from that pool for a number of hours. When you disconnect, or when the lease expires the IP address is freed and put back into the pool of available IPs.")
11 Speedguide.net, supra note 6 ("The need for dynamic IP addresses arises from the limited number of IP addresses available in IPv4 . . . . This way, ISPs can have more subscribers than IP addresses . . . and ease IP maintenance.").
12 What Is My IP, supra note 2.
14 What Is My IP, supra note 2.
16 Cybertelecom Federal Internet Law & Policy IPv6, http://www.cybertelecom.org/dns/ipv6.htm (last visited Jan. 19, 2010) ("This large number of IPv6 addresses means that almost any electronic device can have its own address. [T]he massive address space available in IPv6 will allow virtually any device to be assigned a globally reachable address. This change fosters greater end-to-end communication abilities between devices with unique IP addresses . . . .")
B. Communications Decency Act

In 1996, Congress passed the Communications Decency Act (“CDA”) as part of the Telecommunications Act.\(^\text{17}\) One Part of the act, later found unconstitutional by the Supreme Court,\(^\text{18}\) was intended to protect children from online indecent and obscene material.\(^\text{19}\) The part of the act that survived was section 230, which provided greater immunity to “interactive computer services”.\(^\text{20}\)

Section 230 was enacted in response to two cases. The first was *Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe, Inc.*, where CompuServe, an ISP, was sued for defamatory comments posted by a user in an online news forum it hosted.\(^\text{21}\) The court held that CompuServe was a distributor, not a publisher, under defamation law because it lacked editorial involvement, and therefore not liable.\(^\text{22}\) The second was *Stratton Oakmont v. Prodigy Services Co.*, where Prodigy, an ISP, was sued for defamatory comments posted by an unknown user on its Money Talk bulletin board.\(^\text{23}\) The court held that Prodigy was liable as a publisher for content posted by its users because it took affirmative steps towards editorial control by attempting to screen offensive content.\(^\text{24}\) A publisher is a person or entity that has exercised editorial control over the content of a work (i.e. newspapers).\(^\text{25}\) Comparatively, a distributor has exercised no editorial control (i.e. newsstands).\(^\text{26}\) The issue was substantial because under the law of most states at the time (and as it remains today), a publisher was strictly liable for defamatory statements whereas a distributor was liable only for content they knew or should have known was defamatory.\(^\text{27}\) As a result of these

\(^{17}\) 47 U.S.C. § 230(a)-(d), (f)(2) (1996), available at http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/html/uscode47/usc_sec_47_00000230----000-.html (“The term ‘interactive computer service’ means any information service, system, or access software provider that provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a computer server, including specifically a service or system that provides access to the Internet and such systems operated or services offered by libraries or education institutions.”).


\(^{19}\) Center for Democracy & Technology, *Communications Decency Act (CDA)*, http://cdt.info/speech/cda/ (last visited Jan. 18, 2010).


\(^{22}\) Id. at 140.


\(^{24}\) Id. at *10; Matthew Schruers, *The History and Economics of ISP Liability for Third Party Content*, 88 VA. L. REV. 205, 210-11 (2002).


\(^{26}\) Id.

\(^{27}\) Religious Tech. Ctr. v. Netcom On-Line Commc’n, 907 F. Supp. 1361, 1367 n.10 (N.D.Cal. 1995) (“Recent decisions have held that where a [bulletin board service] exercised little control over the content of the material on its service, it was more like a “distributor” than a “republisher” and was thus only liable for defamation on its system where it knew or should have known of the defamatory statements. By contrast, a New York state court judge found that Prodigy was a publisher because it held itself out to be controlling the content of its services and because it used software to automatically prescreen messages that were offensive or in bad taste.” (citing *Cubby*, 776 F. Supp.; *Stratton*, 1995 WL 323710)); H. Brian Holland, *In Defense of Online Intermediary Immunity: Facilitating Communities of Modified Exceptionalism*, 56 Kan. L. Rev. 369 (Jan. 2008).
decisions, ISPs became less likely to screen content out of fear that they would be liable as publishers, but if they took no action at all they would be merely distributors.  

Congress’ stated purpose in passing section 230 of the CDA was to “promote the free exchange of information and ideas over the Internet and to encourage voluntary monitoring for offensive or obscene material.”  

Section 230 provided that interactive computer services would not be held liable as publishers, and provided protection for “‘Good Samaritan’ blocking and screening of offensive material.” However, the Internet model at the time was very different than what has evolved. It is uncertain whether Congress would have afforded the same protection had it known that ISPs would provide content in the future.

C. Judicial Expansion of Online Immunity

Courts have consistently given section 230 a broad reading in determining website liability by providing liability protection to ICPs (which Congress never explicitly authorized), even when the website knew, or should have known, the material was defamatory. In Zeran v. America Online, Inc., Zeran sued America Online for failing to remove a defamatory posting on its site after receiving notice. Zeran contended that AOL had a “duty to remove the defamatory posting promptly, to notify its subscribers of the message’s false nature, and to effectively screen future defamatory material.” However, the court found that section 230 provided federal immunity to any cause of action originating with a third-party’s use of the service. In doing so the court interpreted section 230 to grant distributor immunity. The plain language of the statute explicitly provided only that an interactive computer service would not be held liable as a publisher.

Courts have also extended immunity to websites which knowingly profited from the illegal activities of its users. For example, in Doe v. Bates, Plaintiffs contended that Yahoo! knowingly profited from the trafficking of child pornography. The court found that Yahoo! was immune from any civil liability for third-party content on Yahoo!’s website, even if Yahoo! had

---

28 Holland, supra note 27 (“Representatives of the online industry argued that the Prodigy decision placed service providers in an untenable position by ‘creating a “Hobson’s choice” between creating “child safe” areas that expose the ISP to liability as an editor, monitor, or publisher, and doing nothing in order to protect the ISP from liability.’” (citing Robert Cannon, The Legislative History of Senator Eon’s Communications Decency Act: Regulating Barbarians on the Information Superhighway, 49 FED. COMM. L.J. 51, 62 (1996)).


30 Schruers, supra note 24.

31 Shortly after the CDA was passed, ISPs began to realize that greater profits could be made in Internet content rather than Internet services, which led to companies providing content but then seeking liability protection as an ISP. Ben Ezra, Weinstein, & Co. v. Am. Online, Inc., 206 F.3d 980, 984-85 (2000) (finding that American Online immune from liability as an ISP, in part because that it did not help create the inaccurate stock quotation even though the company provided the stock quotation); Blumenthal v. Drudge, 992 F. Supp. 44, 47, 51-52 (1998) (finding that American Online was immune from defamation liability as an ISP even though it had a licensing agreement with the author to provide the defamatory content).


33 Id. at 328.

34 Id. at 330.

35 Id.

36 Holland, supra note 27.

knowledge of the existence of the illegal content. The court reasoned that if Yahoo! could be held liable for allowing material it reviewed to be posted on the site, it would simply choose not to regulate at all, which would go against the Congressional purpose of section 230. However, this reasoning is inconsistent with traditional secondary liability analysis, which holds an entity liable for knowledge of, promotion of, refrain to control, or profit from an illegal activity.

A social networking website is a service that provides its users with connectivity to friends and self-expression. Although different social networking websites offer different services to different audiences, they all share two primary components: the profile and the community. Unsurprisingly, social networking websites have also been consistently granted broad section 230 immunity. Most notably, in Doe v. MySpace the Plaintiff was a 13-year-old girl who had misrepresented her age on her online profile. She was sexually assaulted by a 19-year-old male she had met through the website when they met for a date. The Plaintiff sued MySpace for “failing to implement basic safety measures to prevent sexual predators from communicating with minors.” The court, citing to section 230, held that MySpace was immune from any liability.

Part III: The Current Problem with Online Social Networks

Online social networking plays an increasingly more dominant role in the lives of all people regardless of nationality or demographic. The time spent on social networking sites is growing three times faster than the overall Internet rate; social networking accounts for 10

38 Id. ("Section 230 does not . . . provide that an intentional violation of criminal law should be an exception to the immunity from civil liability given to Internet service providers.").
39 Id. ("The Zeran court also noted the Congressional purpose of removing disincentives to self-regulation by Internet service providers. If Internet service providers such as Yahoo! could be liable for reviewing materials but ultimately deciding to allow them, they would likely choose not to regulate at all."").
40 MGM Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 545 U.S. 913, 930, 938, 941 (2005) (plaintiffs held liable because they knew their software was used for copyright infringement, they promoted its use for copyright infringement, did not attempt to prevent the infringement, and profited from their users’ copyright infringement); Fonovisa, Inc. v. Cherry Auction, Inc., 76 F.3d 259, 262-64 (1996) (operators of a swap meet were held liable where they allowed vendors to sell counterfeit goods and they had knowledge of, control of, and profited from the infringing activity).
43 Richard M. Guo, Stranger Danger and the Online Social Network, 23 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 617, 619 (2008) (“While the various social networking services offer different features, they build around two basic elements: the profile and the community. A profile is a webpage that allows a user to aggregate and present her personal information . . . Users create communities by linking their profiles with one another.”).
45 Id.
46 Id.
47 Id.
percent of all Internet time and is currently the 4th most popular online activity. While the baby boomer generation is the fastest growing age demographic, and adults comprise the majority of social networking site users, online social networking plays a more prevalent part in the lives of teens and young adults.

Particularly worrisome is the dangerous lure and appeal of social networking sites to young children. Children are becoming increasingly more tech savvy at increasingly younger ages. As a result, these young children are participating in social networking sites primarily aimed at teens and adults. In response, there are a number of social networking sites directed specifically to children below the age of 14, some having a minimum age requirement as low as 5 years old.

With the amount of users, and the time they spend, on online social networks, there is a wide range of problems facilitated by social networking websites.

A. Sexual abuse

One of the online social networking problems with the most media attention is sexual abuse, with the ages of victims ranging from young children to adults. The role an online social network takes when inadvertently facilitating sexual abuse varies from case to case.

---

53 Jemima Kiss, 100,000 Kids Join CBBC Social Network, GUARDIAN.CO.UK, July 10, 2008, available at http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2008/jul/10/digitalmedia.web20 (“MyCBBC was launched shortly before an official report by media regulator Ofcom found that more than a quarter of eight- to 11-year-olds in the UK regularly use social networking sites designed for older children and teenagers.”).
55 E.g., Trench Reynolds’ Crime News, http://crimene.ws/mycrimespace/ (follows crimes facilitated by or committed through online social networks).
A large number of victims have met their assailant through online social networks. It has been estimated that one out of seven children between the ages of 13 and 17 receive unwanted sexual solicitations. This problem is compounded by a young Internet user’s willingness to engage in online relationships. Despite years of awareness programs and media coverage, the story generally remains the same: young Internet user meets a friend over a social network, eventually goes to meet him in person, and is then sexually assaulted (although sometimes the rape is statutory and not forceful). Fortunately, some criminals are caught before any physical harm is done.

However, an assailant does not need to physically meet their victim in order to cause harm or commit a crime. There are a number of unfortunate stories of older men and women enticing underage children to send them sexually explicit pictures, usually by posing as someone they are not. The oddest story was a father who propositioned his own 13-year-old daughter for sex over Facebook. He proposed “meeting the girl for sex and explained sex acts in graphic

---

57 Id. at 1 (“In YISS-2 [Online Victimization of Youth: Five Years Later (2006)] there were [] declines in the proportions of youth Internet users who communicated online with people they did not know in person (34% down from 40% in YISS-1 [Online Victimization: A Report on the Nation’s Youth (2001)] or who formed close online relationships with people they met online (11% down from 16%).”).
59 Emily S. Achenbaum, Facebook Child Porn Case Results in 35-year Federal Prison Term, Chi. Trib., Oct. 22, 2008, available at http://archives.chicagotribune.com/2008/oct/22/local/chi-fox-lake-facebook-both-22-oct22 (stating that Michael, a 35-year-old was caught after he posed as a teenage girl, solicited a teenage boy, and tried to blackmail him for not posting sexual videos of himself on Facebook. Michael, posing as the teenage girl, told the boy that he could have sex with “her” only if the boy had sex with her male friend (Michael) first.); The Associated Press, Boys’ MySpace Prank Results in Crime Arrest, MSNBC, Mar. 8, 2006, available at http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/11708746/ (teenage boys setup a fake profile as a 15-year-old girl and through coincidence helped police capture a 48-year-old man trying to meet “her” for sex).
detail, telling her, ‘not many other fathers and daughters are this brave, so not many of them are so lucky to experience all these pleasures.’”62 Fortunately, the girl told her mother, who told the police, who set up an undercover sting, where they caught the father attempting to meet his daughter for sex with a camera, tripod, and an unopened box of condoms.63

While these problems may have been prevented by better security measures (see Part III below), this is not true for all crimes facilitated by social networking sites. Specifically, it would be nearly impossible for social networks to prevent crimes between adults that occurred because they met through the social network.64

B. Cyberbullying

Another problem associated with online social networks is cyberbullying.65 Cyberbullying has been defined as the “willful and repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers, cell phones, and other electronic devices.”66 Although cyberbullying is not unique or exclusive to online social networks, social networks are one of its most popular virtual locations, with social networks to soon be the most common source of cyberbullying worldwide.67

In 2006, cyberbullying gathered national media attention when 13-year-old Megan Meier committed suicide.68 The cyberbully was Josh Evans, a fictional 16-year-old boy created by Lori Drew, her assistant, and her daughter.69 The purpose was to tease and humiliate Megan, with whom Lori Drew’s daughter had been fighting.70 State and federal prosecutors were unable to find a law under which to charge Drew.71 Although the government did attempt, and ultimately fail, to argue that “violating MySpace’s terms of service was the legal equivalent of computer

62 Id.
63 Id.
67 CyberBully Alert, Cyber Bullying Statistics that may Shock You!, Aug. 27, 2008, http://www.cyberbullyingalert.com/blog/2008/08/cyber-bullying-statistics-that-may-shock-you/ (“Currently, the most common virtual locations for cyberbullying are chat rooms, social networking web sites, email and instant message systems. . . . Social networking sites such as Facebook and MySpace are growing fast, and so are the cyberbullying incidents originating from them. Experts believe that they will soon overtake chat rooms as the top source of cyberbullying problems worldwide.”).
hacking.”

In response, many states passed anti-cyberbullying laws, and there is currently a pending federal bill. While it is generally true that most instances of cyberbullying do not reach such drastic outcomes, it is still a growing problem with varying degrees of harm, and social networking sites are the new favored forum. At the time of the Megan Meier incident, with no laws targeting cyberbullying, MySpace probably could not have done anything to prevent Lori’s actions without infringing on free speech (nor did MySpace have any way to confirm the existence of Josh Evans). But that was then. With significant advances in the law, and with current technology, there may be a fair system available for identifying and monitoring cyberbullying.

C. Gang activity

A growing concern, but still one that has yet to reach the level of national media attention that cyberbullying and sexual abuse have, is gang activity on the Internet. Sometimes referred to as “net banging”, gangs are using the Internet to recruit new members and intimidate rivals. The issue is particularly concerning because of the new audience and range of influence that the Internet, social networking websites in particular, can give gangs. Aside from recruitment, there


73 Ashley Surdin, In Several States, A Push to Stem Cyber-Bullying, WASHINGTON POST, Jan. 1, 2009, available at http://privateschool.about.com/b/2008/02/10/7-states-pass-anti-cyberbullying-laws.htm (“The [cyberbullying] phenomenon has led to a push among states to pass laws aimed at clamping down on the student-spun harassment, intimidation and threats coursing through the Web. Most of the laws are aimed at school districts, requiring them to develop policies on cyber-bullying – for example, how to train school staff members or discipline students. At least 13 states have passed such laws . . ..”).


76 Arieanna, Cyberbullying More Prevalent on Social Networking Sites, ABSOLUTE SOFTWARE, July 4, 2007, http://blog.absolute.com/cyberbullying-more-prevalent-on-social-networking-sites/ (39% of social network users had been cyberbullied in some way, versus 22% of teens not using social networking sites).

77 See discussion infra Part V.


is concern over the use of websites to incite violence on the street. Gang activity has followed the trend that every societal problem will manifest itself on a social networking website.

D. Why Should Social Networking Websites be More Liable than Other Websites?

Social networking websites are special. On no other website have users put on the Internet so much personal information so freely. As indicated above, this means a host of new problems associated with social networking websites, but it also means that those websites have at their disposal information unavailable on almost any other type of website.

Compare the liability of a social networking site with that of a search engine (Google, Yahoo!, Bing, etc.). Twitter, one of the most popular social networking websites today, has over 50 million unique accounts. A person does not need a Twitter account to look at a Twitter profile, so these profiles are publicly accessible and can be located using search engines. This means that to hold Twitter liable for its users, it would need to police 50 million web pages. Twitter is just one website of over 185 million. This means that to hold search engines liable for the web results they return, search engines would need to monitor 50 million of Twitter’s pages, plus an additional 184 million websites (not pages). The number is astronomical and beyond the practical technological ability of any search engine. Therefore, social networking sites are in a better position to monitor its users actions than search engines.

A fairer comparison may be to online auction and shopping websites (Amazon.com, Ebay, Craigslist). The content of these websites is more similar to social networking sites than search engines because their liability and monitoring would be limited to their own website. Ebay has over 16 million new items listed on its website each day with no practical way to check for fraudulent items. To put an item up for sale, a user writes a description and uploads a

would otherwise never come in contact with gang members are able to see their profiles, videos and photos online.”); See also Kevin Poulsen, Pimps Go Online to Lure Kids Into Prostitution, WIRED, Feb. 25, 2009, http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2009/02/pimping/ (“‘We’re seeing kids who are getting into this stuff [prostitution] that do not match society’s stereotype’ . . . ‘These are not just kids in poor families who have no other options. We’re seeing kids from the full spectrum of society, and a lot of that is due to recruitment over the Internet [sic].’”.

80 Robin I. Young, Net Banging: Street Gangs Answer the Digital Craze, NAT’L CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL, 2008, http://www.ncpc.org/programs/catalyst-newsletter/catalyst-newsletter-2008/volume-29-number-6/net-banging-street-gangs-answer-the-digital-craze (“A random search on MySpace revealed a number of alleged gang member’s pages that were seemingly created just for the purpose of inciting conflict with their rivals . . . ‘[W]e’ll see something start on the Internet, and actually turn into an assault or a gang fight that actually results out of Internet profiling’”).


82 Jessica S. Groppe, A Child’s Playground or a Predator’s Hunting Ground?: How to Protect Children on Internet Social Networking Sites, 16 COMM&LAW CONSPICUOUS 215 (2007) (“Interactive communication on social networking sites opens a virtually endless window for members to explore their creativity by being able to share interests, pictures, diaries, artwork, creative writing, music, and videos with other members.”).


84 See generally Twitter, http://twitter.com/.


picture. Ebay has no way to verify that the picture listed is actually a picture taken by the user. Ebay does take measures to prevent fraudulent transactions through identity verification by requiring a seller to use a PayPal account or credit card (a user must be 18 or older to use Ebay). This provides a buyer with judicial recourse for a fraudulent sale.

However, Ebay has made, and may make more, substantial changes to its fraud prevention as a result of losing lawsuits in France. As a result of these lawsuits, Ebay created better security measures. Ebay has implemented proactive fraud protection on types of items more frequently targeted by scammers. Ebay has not released any details on how they check for fraudulent items, so it is very hard to assess the effectiveness of such safety measures.

The information a user inputs into Ebay is markedly limited and different from the information a user inputs into a social networking website. Therefore, with more personal information to work from, social networking websites are better able to prevent abuse than websites such as Ebay.

Additionally, one of the biggest differences between social networking websites and Ebay (and most other websites) is the type of harm that results. On Ebay, a fraudulent, or damaged, or mislabeled item is sold and the harm is either loss of money, dissatisfaction with the item, or a trademark violation. On a social networking website the types of harms are much more serious and much more diverse.

Part IV: Ineffective Solutions Encourage Deception

There have been a wide variety of proposals and implementations to limit criminal activity facilitated by online social networks. Some have worked better than others. Generally, bad ideas encourage user deception and lies, making it harder for social networking websites to discover and identify abuse and potentially dangerous users.

90 Deidre Woollard, Ebay Loses Big French Lawsuit, LUXIST, June 30, 2008, http://www.luxist.com/2008/06/30/ebay-loses-big-french-lawsuit/ (“[A] French court ruled that eBay was responsible for counterfeit items sold on the site . . . Ebay has asserted that they are a host in the selling process and therefore not responsible [for counterfeit items sold] but a statement from [Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy] counters that saying that eBay is not a host but is instead a broker for these goods and therefore responsible not just for counterfeits but for all the branded goods that are sold through eBay.”); Ina Steiner, eBay Loses Hermes Counterfeiting Case, Auction Bytes, June 5, 2008, http://www.auctionbytes.com/cab/abn/y08/m06/i05/s01 (“eBay was convicted by a French court Wednesday of selling counterfeit goods . . . ”).
91 Ina Steiner, eBay Loses Hermes Counterfeiting Case, AUCTION BYTES, June 5, 2008, http://www.auctionbytes.com/cab/abn/y08/m06/i05/s01 (“Today’s court ruling [against Ebay] relates to past seller verification issues. The court acknowledged that eBay subsequently addressed these issues with its enhanced anti-counterfeiting measures . . . ”).
93 Id. (“Unfortunately, it’s not possible for us to give you criteria [on what kinds of listings will be impacted], because that information could be used by scammers . . . ”).
94 See discussion infra Part III.D.
A. Banning Users

Although seemingly a good idea, banning the IP addresses of consistent violators is very ineffective and easily circumvented.\(^95\) That is because ISPs recycle IP address due to the nature of IPv4 and the limited number of IP addresses available.\(^96\) Even users with broadband, who are always connected to the Internet, can still easily change their IP address.\(^97\)

Recently, in response to a subpoena and increasing pressure from state attorneys general, MySpace announced that it had identified 90,000 registered sex offenders using their site.\(^98\) The obvious choice of action taken by MySpace and encouraged by the state attorneys general was to remove the identified sex offenders from the site.\(^99\) Despite appearances, this was the wrong course of action to take.

Banning registered sex offenders from a web site does not stop them from using another site. MySpace purged itself of sex offenders, but the offenders migrated to Facebook.\(^100\) Facebook not wanting to be outdone by MySpace followed suit and kicked the registered sex offenders off of their site.\(^101\) States seem to share this mentality and are passing laws requiring sexual offenders to register any online screen names,\(^102\) or banning them from social networking sites altogether.\(^103\) All of this means one of three things for MySpace and Facebook: (1) the websites kicked off rehabilitated prior sex offenders,\(^104\) (2) the websites kicked off non-rehabilitated sex offenders who are now lurking on other social networking sites, or (3) the


\(^97\) Id. ("[Y]our IP address . . . can change any time you get disconnected, there is a power outage, ISP maintenance, etc.").


\(^104\) However rare it happens, public urination can put a person on the sex offender registry, and surely MySpace and Facebook are not trying to protect their users from the public urinators of the world. Gordon Fraser, *Lawmakers: Public Urination Shouldn’t Lead to Sex Offender Status*, EAGLE-TRIBUNE, Jan. 31, 2008, available at http://www.eagletribune.com/punewsnh/local_story_031093859.
websites have forced non-rehabilitated sex offenders to create fake profiles. Similarly, state and local governments restrict the residency of prior sex offenders, but these measures that socially isolate sex offenders is actually detrimental to the public’s safety. So although the numbers look good for MySpace and Facebook, the actuality is that the websites are probably less safe. Therefore, despite initial reactions, the best course of action would have been to keep the sex offenders on MySpace and monitor their behavior.

Despite gut reactions, the proper course of conduct would have been to keep the registered sex offenders on the site and monitor their behavior. While 90,000 profiles is a lot of profiles to monitor, it is harder to weed out 90,000 fake profiles. These websites were in a unique position to help catch potential repeat offenders and make the Internet safer. For instance, the social networking websites could have been used to check compliance with required online identity registration for convicted sex offenders, and verify that the age purported in his or her online profile is accurate. Instead, the websites tried to appease the media. Even if the registered sex offenders had fake profiles before getting kicked off of their real one, those fake profiles are still on the website. The purpose of keeping sex offenders on the website is to prevent the creation of fake profiles, and to prevent future harm.

B. Age requirements

Age verification should be used on certain websites, but not in its current form. Specifically, minors should not be allowed on any of the many adult dating websites now available. SexSearch received a lot of media attention when one of its users was charged with statutory rape of a minor who had lied in her profile and said she was 18 (she was 14). But finding shelter under the CDA, SexSearch was not held liable for a user’s false statement in her profile that she was over 18.
Adult dating websites are in a better position to verify users’ ages because the minimum age requirement is 18 and not 13. Although this measure has been suggested for all social networking websites, requiring a credit card for site membership is better suited to adult dating websites because the minimum age for credit card ownership is 18 anyway.\footnote{Susan Hanley Duncan, MySpace Is Also Their Space: Ideas for Keeping Children Safe from Sexual Predators on Social-Networking Sites, 96 Ky. L.J. 527 (2008).} The website could require that your name appear as it does on your credit card, and the site can charge a nominal fee to prevent minors from using their parents credit card without their knowledge.\footnote{Id.}


Currently, when a 10-year-old girl is rejected from a social networking site due to a minimum age requirement, she goes back right onto the site and this time under “Age” she puts 13 instead of 10.\footnote{Id.} Now the social networking website has a 10-year-old user they think is 13 years old. While seemingly trivial, age can become a serious issue. For instance, assume a 15-year-old girl has lied about her age in the past so that her profile now claims she is 18, and that she sends naked pictures of herself to a 19-year-old guy through the social networking website. Now the website has unknowingly facilitated child pornography.\footnote{Posting of Dave Parrack to TechBlog, Self-taken Naked Photos of Teenagers Classified as Child Pornography, http://tech.blorge.com/Structure:%20/2009/03/28/self-taken-naked-photos-of-teenagers-classified-as-child-pornography/ (Mar. 28, 2009).} Of course if she is ever caught by the police, that 15-year-old girl can be charged with possession and distribution of child pornography,\footnote{Id.} while the social networking website would remain immune from liability.

The current age verification system employed by most social networking websites is too easily circumvented, and as a result, either needs to be completely scrapped or completely revamped.\footnote{See discussion infra Part V.}
Part V: Effective Actual and Potential Improvements to Website Security and Safety

As a general rule, good and effective solutions encourage honesty. Social networking websites should seek to achieve security through profile tracking and cross-reference, IP tracking, and simple observation. Currently, social networking sites are not taking these steps to protect their users because they have no incentive to do so with the immunity Congress and the courts have afforded them.

A. Age verification on Second Life

Second life is an online virtual world, where the “virtual environment mimics the real world through an interactive body of residents called avatars.” After a scandal involving “depictions of or engagement in sexualized conduct with avatars that resemble children,” which behavior was subsequently banned from the website, Second Life created a community for minors called Teen Second Life. Teen Second Life is open only to teens ages 13-17. The only adults allowed in Teen Second Life are members of the parent company, Linden Lab, who are “clearly identified as a ‘Linden,’” and “[e]ducators and youth non-profit organizations.” However, any adult who is not a Linden Lab employee must go through a criminal and background check and is confined to certain areas.

As a means of age verification, Teen Second Life requires that a parent create their child’s account so that it is tied to a cell phone account in their child’s name or their child’s PayPal student account. PayPal is a method for individuals and businesses to send and receive money online. Parents can set up a PayPal student account by providing their child’s legal full name and their date of birth. The student account is linked to the parent’s banking account, but the student account has spending limits and parental controls.

These are all steps social networking websites could take, but have not. The most likely reason is that to implement these protections would substantially decrease traffic and membership, and thereby revenue. Profit maximization cannot be the standard for determining whether to impose regulations. Movie theaters have maximum occupant capacities under fire
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122 Id. (“[R]eal-life images, avatar portrayals, and other depictions of sexual or lewd acts involving or appearing to involve children or minors are not allowed within Second Life.”).
126 Id.
127 Id.
131 Id.
code regulations, businesses are required to have sprinkler systems, and buildings have to be built to meet government safety specifications. Society has agreed that there has to be a balance between profits and safety, but social networking websites are oddly and unwarrantedly excluded from any substantial and meaningful imposition of safety requirements.

B. MySpace is finally heading in the right direction

After a multitude of state attorney generals put pressure on MySpace by threatening litigation and investigation, the website took some action towards greater safety features. Specifically, MySpace developed Zephyr, a parental-notification software to monitor their child’s MySpace account. Under Zephyr a parent would not have access to the content on their child’s MySpace page, but would be able to establish whether their child has a MySpace profile and what age or address their child claims on that profile. This is a good solution in that it encourages active parenting and provides a practical means for parents to obtain important basic information about their children without completely invading their privacy. However, the effectiveness of the tool is questionable because the number of parents that actually use it is unclear, and whether it really prevents sexual abuse or other problems associated with social networking is unknown.

Another idea MySpace has implemented is limiting the contact of minors with potential assailants by only allowing them to become friends with people they actually know. Now users over 18 are required to know the full name or e-mail of a 15-year-old (or younger) before contacting them at all. However, this implementation is still insufficient. First, it is not effective for young children who inflate their age on their profile. Second, it may encourage sexual predators to lower their own age in their profile in order to avoid this limitation.

A better implementation is to have 15-year-olds and younger only be searched by full names, regardless of the age of the person conducting the search. This way, when a sexual predator searches for a specific name, his search results only reveal individuals over the age of

132 CITY OF SPARKS, NEV., MUNICIPAL CODE available at http://www.ci.sparks.nv.us/governing/muni_code/Title_5/75/100.php.
133 Russell P. Fleming, The Fire Sprinkler Situation (2002) available at www.sprinklerworld.org/vds.doc (“Originally installed to reduce property insurance premiums, fire sprinkler systems are now installed mainly to meet the requirements of building codes for new construction.”).
136 Caroline McCarthy, MySpace Agrees to Social-Networking Safety Plan, CNET NEWS, Jan. 14, 2008, http://news.cnet.com/8301-13577_3-9849909-36.html (“MySpace has pledged to work with the attorneys general on a set of principles to combat harmful material on social-networking sites (pornography, harassment, cyberbullying, and identity theft, among other issues), better educate parents and schools about online threats, cooperate with law enforcement officials around the country, as well as develop new technology for age and identity verification on social-networking sites.”).
138 Id.
139 Id.
140 Id.
141 Id.
18. This also prevents victims of sexual predators who misrepresent their age to appear younger because the limitation applies to all users.

C. Steps not taken by social networking sites that should be

1. Systems to report abuse

Most social networking websites, but not all, have some sort of system in place to report abuse, but to varying degrees. Facebook and MySpace both have a system in place to report abuse of photos or videos. Specifically, on Facebook, the user can choose from one of several categories to explain why the photo or video is abusive. Although Bebo has agreed, both Facebook and MySpace have refused to implement a “CEOP report” button, which is provided for free by the Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre of Britain (“CEOP”), presumably because it would then lose advertising space. The CEOP report button seems to be an effective step in Internet user protection because by clicking the button users can get advice and get in instant contact with counselors and law enforcement officers concerning abusive content (such as posts or pictures) or abusive users. In response, Facebook said that it had tested similar systems and found that such systems were “ineffective and actually reduced the reporting of abuse, and that as an international site it preferred to have its own global system.” One would assume that Facebook’s abuse reporting system is very good, but one would then be wrong.

Facebook’s current abuse reporting system is logically cyclical and difficult to use, which may have been done in an attempt to claim that Facebook has less abuse reports than other social
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142 Sean Poulter, Children ‘Exposed to Pornography, Prostitution and Drugs on Twitter’, MAILONLINE, Feb. 26, 2009, http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1156136/Children-exposed-pornography-prostitution-drugs-Twitter.html (“[Twitter] state users must be 13 or over, but it doesn’t offer a report abuse’ button or explicit ways to flag offensive material or monitor sexually explicit and racist behaviour and links to adult sites.”).


145 Posting of Jessica Ghastin to Facebook, http://blog.facebook.com/blog.php?post=144628037130 (Oct. 14, 2009) (“[W]hen reporting an offensive photo, you can select from the following reasons why it may violate our Statement of Rights and Responsibilities: nudity or pornography, drug use, excessive gore or violence, attacks individual or group, advertisement or spam or infringes on your intellectual property. Keep in mind that we won’t remove a photo or video just because it’s unflattering.”).


147 Id.; Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre http://www.ceop.gov.uk/.

148 Adam Fresco, Networking Sites Fail to Protect Children from Abuse, Says CEOP Head, TIMES ONLINE, Nov. 18, 2009, http://technology.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/tech_and_web/the_web/article6920945.ece.


networking websites.\textsuperscript{152} While there is a “report abuse” link for an offensive video or photo posted by a friend, there is not a link for an offensive wall post. So if a user wants to report offensive content on a person’s profile, he or she can use the “Report this Person” link located at the bottom of the offender’s profile page.\textsuperscript{153} The problem is that this link only appears on the profiles of people the user is not friends with. Most people, notably founder Mark Zuckerberg himself,\textsuperscript{154} set most of their profile content to private, so that only friends can see the content. Facebook has essentially set up a reporting system where users can easily report offensive material on profiles that they cannot see and do not have access to. If a user wants to “anonymously” report an offensive profile of a friend, he or she has to first remove them from friends, which makes any sort of follow up, or future abuse reporting on that profile, impractical if not impossible (aside from ruining part of the anonymity of the reporting to begin with.

There is little, if any, downside to implementing a report abuse button for easy access to help, especially when that button puts the user in contact with free third party support.

2. Use of the inherent nature of social networking sites

The purpose of social networking websites is to “connect and share with the people in your life.”\textsuperscript{155} Social networking websites should cross reference information posted by the user to check a profile’s genuineness, or to check for red flags. Social networking website database queries are easy to implement,\textsuperscript{156} so that social networking websites are capable of taking a proactive approach to Internet safety.

For instance, age verification could be assisted by cross referencing information provided by the user. If in 2010 a girl claims to be 18 years-old, but is a member of the network “Suburban High School 2014”, she is probably not 18. If someone claims to be 15, but has a graduate degree, it should raise a red flag.

Automated queries monitoring suspicious behavior would help prevent the sexual abuse of minors by preventing contact with suspicious adults, and age verification prevents them from potentially precarious situations. A social networking website is capable of checking if a 40 year-old man is attempting to friend a bunch of 15 year-olds, and should probably be required to bring it to the attention of law enforcement officials.

Many societal problems that are finding their ways onto social networks may be deterred by developing a point system to wall posts and profile content. Such a point system would enable a social networking website to monitor (through automated queries) the frequency of derogatory or offensive language used by a user or directed at a specific user. The website is also capable of checking posts and profile content for words commonly associated with gangs, drugs, or sex trafficking. These would be better assisted, and may necessarily have to be assisted, by police cooperation.

\textsuperscript{154} Mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook profile, http://www.facebook.com/zuck?ref=search&sid=24801168.998771791..1#!/zuck?v=wall&ref=search.
\textsuperscript{155} Facebook Home Page http://www.facebook.com/.
\textsuperscript{156} E.g., SQL Wildcards, http://www.w3schools.com/SQL/sql_wildcards.asp (explaining how to code for a database query).
For those with concerns that the average criminal is more intelligent than to put obvious and incriminating information on a social networking websites, rest assured that he is not.\(^{157}\) For those concerned that intelligent people will easily circumvent these kind of security protections, it is important to note that even intelligent people who engage in online criminal activity are easily caught.\(^{158}\)

### Part VI: Legislation is necessary

Real substantial change in the safety of social networking websites has to come from legislation or a change in judicial interpretation of the scope of section 230.\(^{159}\) Social networking websites have little, if any, incentive to implement measures that might decrease traffic or revenue. Even now, social networking websites may not be implementing effective protective measures due to the amount of traffic or revenue the website may lose as a result. However, legislation would level the playing field by requiring all social networking websites to meet certain minimum safety requirements. This way, if MySpace implements a system that requires parental consent to open an account, either through phone number registration or a PayPal account, the website does not have to worry that implementing this safety measure may adversely affect them by inadvertently increasing the traffic of potential users to Facebook or Bebo.

Congress should decrease the immunity currently extended to social networking websites, or impose minimum safety requirements in exchange for limited liability protection. New Jersey currently has pending legislation\(^{160}\) that would impose certain safety requirements on social networking websites,\(^{161}\) but the harms associated with social networks is on a national scale, and requires national coordination. Interestingly, the New Jersey bill would give social network providers some bite by allowing them to “sue customers who post ‘sexually offensive’ or ‘harassing’ communications.”\(^{162}\)


\(^{158}\) Andrew Scott, *Sex Sting in Poconos Nets Former Chief U.N. Weapons Inspector*, POCONO REC., Jan. 14, 2010, available at http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100114/NEWS/1140319 (Former chief U.N. inspector is accused of engaging in sexual conversation and showing himself masturbating on a webcam to what he thought was a 15-year-old girl in an Internet chat room, but was actually an undercover officer. He had been previously charged in 2001 with “attempted child endangerment after arranging to meet what he thought was a 16-year-old girl,” but was actually an undercover policewoman.).

\(^{159}\) McCarthy, *supra* note 133 (under pressure of the attorneys general, MySpace agreed to “an extensive new plan for ensuring the safety of minors on the Internet.” The new plan consists of MySpace’s chief security officer and the attorneys general of 49 total U.S. states. “Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott said . . . that his office declined to participate because he didn’t consider the proposed safety measures to be strong enough.”).


\(^{161}\) Posting of Grayson Barber to Freedom to Tinker, http://www.freedom-to-tinker.com/blog/grayson/social-networking-safety-act (March 25, 2009) (“The bill requires social network providers to design their user interfaces with icons that will allow customers to report ‘sexually offensive’ or ‘harassing communications’ . . . Moreover, the social network provider must investigate complaints, call the police when ‘appropriate’ and banish offenders . . . Finally, if the social network provider fails to take action, it can be sued for consumer fraud.”).

\(^{162}\) *Id.*
Moreover, Congress should pass legislation that forces social networking websites to work in greater collaboration with law enforcement in order to ensure a safer community for adults and children alike.\textsuperscript{163} Also, there should be regulations dictating minimum requirements for a social networking website’s abuse reporting system. However, social networking websites should not be liable for any harm that results from the good faith operation of an abuse reporting system. Social networking websites are not be able to avoid every harm a user experiences, but they should be required to take steps to ensure some acceptable level of safety and prevention.

However, any legislation that passes has to be reasonably flexible in the degree of requirements and liability it would impose on social networking websites. Otherwise social networking websites may remove users who were not engaging in offensive activity or content that was not illegal out of fear of liability.\textsuperscript{164} Additionally, there may be first amendment concerns with requiring websites to implement certain kinds of safety measures.\textsuperscript{165}

\textbf{Part VII: Conclusion}

Ten years ago, social networking websites may not have had the technology or the resources to implement effective safety measures and prevent criminal actions of its users. In the last ten years, technology has progressed, and social networking websites have the means, but not the will to implement effective change.\textsuperscript{166} Congress needs to recognize this technological progress and the increased dangers associated with social networking websites, and pass legislation to force social networks to implement more effective safety measures.

\textsuperscript{163} Declan McCullagh, \textit{Congress Targets Social-Networking Sites}, CNET NEWS, June 29, 2006, http://news.cnet.com/Congress-targets-social-networking-sites/2100-1028_3-6089574.html (proposed Congressional legislation that would have require social networking websites to retain activity logs to aid in criminal investigations); Declan McCullagh, \textit{Bill proposes ISPs, Wi-Fi Keep Logs for Police}, CNET NEWS, Feb. 19, 2009, http://news.cnet.com/8301-13578_3-10168114-38.html (“Republicans . . . Called for a sweeping new federal law that would require all Internet providers and operators of millions of Wi-Fi access points . . . to keep records about users for two years to aid police investigations.”).

\textsuperscript{164} Mark A. Lemley, \textit{Rationalizing Internet Safe Harbors}, 6 J. TELECOMM. \& HIGH TECH. L. 101, 104-05 (2007) (“The overall effect is a set of “safe harbors” that provides something less than perfect safety for intermediaries, and that gives intermediaries incentives to take down any doubtful content as soon as they receive a complaint about it.”).

\textsuperscript{165} Ashcroft v. Am. Civil Liberties Union, 542 U.S. 656, 668-69 (2004) (finding unconstitutional a law requiring pornographic websites to use credit card verification to confirm a viewer’s age because private blocking or filtering technology provides a less restrictive means); \textit{U.S. v. Playboy Entm’t Group, Inc.}, 529 U.S. 803, 804 (2000) (finding unconstitutional a law that prevents cable television operators from showing pornographic programs during the day because private blocking technology provided a less restrictive means).

\textsuperscript{166} McCarthy, supra note 133 (“[MySpace] acknowledged that law enforcement officials still don’t see eye-to-eye with social-networking sites on a variety of issues, namely the feasibility of identity and age verification. The attorneys general believe it’s technologically possible; [MySpace’s chief security officer] and the rest of MySpace say it needs more development.”).